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Developmental stuttering is a speech disorder most likely due to a heritable form of developmental
dysmyelination impairing the function of the speech-motor system. Speech-induced brain-activation
patterns in persons who stutter (PWS) are anomalous in various ways; the consistency of these aberrant
patterns is a matter of ongoing debate. Here, we present a hierarchical series of coordinate-based
meta-analyses addressing this issue. Two tiers of meta-analyses were performed on a 17-paper dataset
(202 PWS; 167 fluent controls). Four large-scale (top-tier) meta-analyses were performed, two for each
subject group (PWS and controls). These analyses robustly confirmed the regional effects previously
postulated as ‘‘neural signatures of stuttering’’ (Brown, Ingham, Ingham, Laird, & Fox, 2005) and extended
this designation to additional regions. Two smaller-scale (lower-tier) meta-analyses refined the
interpretation of the large-scale analyses: (1) a between-group contrast targeting differences between
PWS and controls (stuttering trait); and (2) a within-group contrast (PWS only) of stuttering with
induced fluency (stuttering state).

� 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Persistent developmental stuttering (PDS) is a speech disorder
affecting 1% of adults. Approximately 5% of children exhibit
developmental stuttering, with onset typically between two and
five years of age (Bloodstein, 1995). Spontaneous remission during
childhood is common, with recovery rates estimated at 40–80%,
phenomena suggesting both a common etiology and common
mechanisms of recovery (Kell et al., 2009). Early theories of stutter-
ing adopted a wide range of conceptual frameworks including
psychodynamics, neurochemical and hormonal imbalances, and
peripheral nerve and musculoskeletal abnormalities. More recently,
converging studies from multiple laboratories have assembled
compelling evidence that PDS is a heritable (Dworzynski,
Remington, Rijsdijk, Howell, & Plomin, 2007; Kang et al., 2010)
neurodevelopmental disorder, certainly affecting white matter
(Chang, Erickson, Ambrose, Hasegawa-Johnson, & Ludlow, 2008;
Cykowski, Fox, Ingham, Ingham, & Robin, 2010; Kell et al., 2009;
Sommer, Koch, Paulus, Weiller, & Büchel, 2002; Watkins, Smith,
Davis, & Howell, 2007) and possibly affecting grey matter (Kell
et al., 2009). Jointly the reports of Cykowski et al. (2010) and
Kang et al. (2010) point strongly to a mild form of developmental
dysmyelination (likely a lysosomal storage disorder), with predom-
inate involvement of left frontal white-matter tracts, at least in
symptomatic individuals. Developmental stuttering, then, is best
conceptualized as a developmental disconnection syndrome in
which various components of the speech-production system are
aberrantly connected and have impaired inter-regional communi-
cation leading to the symptom complex termed ‘‘stuttering’’.

The functional neuroimaging literature in persons who stutter
(PWS) supports the above etiological formulation in that it has
repeatedly reported abnormal task-induced activation patterns
during speech tasks in adults who stutter as compared to normally
fluent controls subjects. As is the norm for human neuroimaging
research, the great majority of functional neuroimaging studies
in PWS have applied inter-subject averaging methods and reported
their findings as activation coordinates in a standardized space.
The nearly universal adoption of this analysis and reporting
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standard has fostered the development and application of
coordinate-based meta-analysis methods (Fox, Lancaster, Laird, &
Eickhoff, 2014), which compute activation likelihood estimations
(ALE; (Turkeltaub, Eden, Jones, & Zeffiro, 2002)) across conceptu-
ally related groups of publications. In PDS, these methods were
applied by Brown, Ingham, Ingham, Laird, and Fox (2005) to iden-
tify functional-activation abnormalities associated with stuttering.
In this meta-analysis, Brown reported several ‘‘neural signatures of
stuttering’’, including over activation of right inferior premotor
cortex (operculum and insula) and cerebellum and under activa-
tion of auditory cortex (Brown et al., 2005). These were interpreted
as endorsing an ‘‘efference copy’’ as an explanatory account.
Brown’s ‘neural signatures’ of stuttering are widely cited and have
been replicated by subsequent papers (Chang, Kenney, Loucks, &
Ludlow, 2009; Lu et al., 2009). Nevertheless, Ingham, Grafton,
Bothe, and Ingham (2012) and Wymbs, Ingham, Ingham, Paolini,
and Grafton (2013) have specifically challenged the ‘‘neural signa-
tures of stuttering’’ reported by Brown and colleagues and, more
generally, have argued in favor of a case-study approach and
against the traditional group-mean approach as the most appropri-
ate strategy for future research (Ingham et al., 2012; Wymbs et al.,
2013). Applying their proposed strategy, Wymbs et al. (2013) stud-
ied four adults with PDS, imaging each subject on four separate
occasions and came to the conclusion that ‘‘individual PWS may
use different neural regions during overt stuttering, perhaps in
response to different neuroanatomical abnormalities.’’ In the nine
years since Brown’s initial meta-analysis of stuttered speech, the
PDS functional neuroimaging literature has grown considerably
both in size and diversity. Concurrently, methods for coordinate-
based meta-analysis have evolved, achieving greater statistical
rigor and power (Eickhoff, Bzdok, Laird, Kurth, & Fox, 2012). The
emerging controversy regarding this hypothesis suggests the need
to re-address the ‘‘neural signatures’’ hypothesis using additional
data and more advanced methods and to address the role of
group-mean methods for future stuttering research.

Evolution of statistical parametric mapping (SPM) software is
ongoing, with progressive improvements both in spatial normali-
zation methods and in statistical analyses. As regards neuroimag-
ing in PDS, these methodological improvements have fostered a
diversity of experimental design and analysis strategies. In partic-
ular, there has been a shift from purely within-group analyses
(SPMs created for each subject pool independently; e.g., (Braun,
1997; Fox et al., 1996) to between-group analysis (SPMs directly
contrasting PWS and controls; e.g., (De Nil, Kroll, Lafaille, &
Houle, 2003; Neumann et al., 2003). Broadly speaking, within-
group contrasts (e.g., stuttering vs. induced fluency) characterize
stuttering as a state, while between-group contrasts (e.g., induced
fluency vs. natural fluency) characterize stuttering as a trait. The
additional scope of experimental designs now available offer
meta-analysis opportunities not available to Brown and colleagues.

The present study was intended to accomplish two aims. First,
we sought to re-test Brown’s ‘‘neural signatures’’ analysis, using
a larger data set and more advanced meta-analytic methods. We
hypothesized that – contrary to the arguments of Ingham et al.
(2012) and Wymbs et al. (2013) – we would replicate Brown’s ori-
ginal findings and extend them to regions often reported in the PDS
literature that were not previously identified as potential ‘‘neural
signatures’’ of stuttering. The SMA and sub-cortical regions, for
example, would be likely candidates for detection using more data
and improved methods. Second, we sought to determine whether –
taking advantage of the availability of both within-group and
between group SPM analyses – we could identify patterns that
would that distinguish the stuttering state (contrasting induced
fluency with dysfluency in PWS) from stuttering trait (contrasting
PWS with controls), a distinction previous explored (Fox et al.,
2000).
2. Methods

The methods applied here all entail activation-likelihood esti-
mation (ALE) meta-analysis of the coordinate-format, tabular
results of articles published in peer-reviewed journals reporting
functional activation neuroimaging studies in adults with PDS
and fluent controls. The methods for retrieving, quality filtering,
statistical analysis and the experimental design of a hierarchical
series of meta-analysis are described below.
2.1. Internet search and inclusion filters

A pubmed.gov search (26.Nov.2013) cuing ‘‘stuttering’’ AND
[‘‘fMRI’’ OR ‘‘PET’’] returned 109 papers, including the Brown
et al. (2005) meta-analysis and its 8-paper dataset. The original
inclusion criteria (coordinates reported, whole brain imaged, and
overt speech) (Brown et al., 2005) were applied to this list. An addi-
tional criterion, ‘results reported in terms of univariate contrasts,’
was added to address new types of analyses not currently amena-
ble to ALE meta-analysis (e.g. ‘feature extraction’ in (Lu et al.,
2009)). Collectively, these selection criteria eliminated 92 papers,
leaving 17 papers eligible for analyses. Bibliographies of all papers
meeting the inclusion criteria were reviewed, but no additional
qualifying papers were found. The resulting dataset (Table 1) was
large enough to support large-scale analyses addressing the neural
signatures hypotheses as well as sub-analyses targeting stuttering
trait and stuttering state (below). Limitations were present, how-
ever. Too few studies (fewer than 5) were available to perform suf-
ficiently powered meta-analyses on studies addressing children,
gender, handedness, effects of speech therapy, or tasks other than
overt reading.
2.2. Activation likelihood estimation (ALE) analysis methods

The ALE algorithm was introduced by Turkeltaub et al. (2002)
and has evolved over time to address specific limitations, many
of which were identified and acknowledged at that time. Laird
(Laird et al., 2005) provided a false discovery rate (FDR) correction
for multiple comparisons and a method for ALE-to-ALE statistical
contrasts. (This was the ALE version applied by Brown et al.,
2005). Eickhoff (Eickhoff et al., 2009) introduced empirical esti-
mates of between-subject and between-template spatial variabil-
ity (a modification of the functional volumes modeling spatial
probability construct; (Fox et al., 1999, 2001) in place of user-
selected Gaussian filtering. This paper also modified the permuta-
tion test for above chance clustering between experiments in an
anatomically constrained space (grey-matter only), a transition
from fixed-effects to random-effects inference. Turkeltaub
(Turkeltaub et al., 2011) added corrections for variable numbers
of foci per experiment and experiments per paper, to prevent
undue weighting of ALE maps by individual experiments (e.g. with
large numbers of foci) or individual papers (e.g. with multiple sim-
ilar experiments). Each of these improvements increased the sta-
tistical rigor and specificity of ALE, and therefore of the analyses
reported here.

All analyses were performed in GingerALE 2.3 (brainmap.org/
ale/index.html) with a cluster-level threshold of p < 0.05, and a
FDR multiple-comparison correction of p < 0.05). The ALE images
produced in the steps above were pooled and randomly divided
into 2 groups 10,000 times to create a null-distribution, permitting
subsequent statistical testing for difference in ALE scores between
the two groups (ALE-to-ALE contrast analyses). Resultant ALE
scores were tested against a null hypothesis at each voxel to pro-
duce a voxel-wise p-value image. This image was thresholded with
an FDR of p < 0.05 and a minimum cluster size of 100 mm3.

http://brainmap.org/ale/index.html
http://brainmap.org/ale/index.html


Table 1
Paper selection. The first 8 papers were included in Brown et al. (2005); others were identified by our literature search. All papers were included in the large-scale meta-analyses.
Papers reporting fluency induction (‘Fluency’) were included in the within-group meta-analysis (cf. Methods). Papers reporting group contrasts were included in the between-
group meta-analysis. Abbreviations: PDS = persistent developmental stuttering; CTL = control.

Reference Modality PDS CTL Gender Vocal task Control Fluency Group
Contrasts

Fox et al. (1996) PET 10 10 M Paragraph reading Rest Yes –
Braun (1997) PET 18 20 M/F Spontaneous narrative + sentence construction

correlations w/dysfluency
Oropharyngeal
control

Yes –

Fox et al. (2000) PET 10 10 M Correlations w/stutter rate Yes –
De Nil, Kroll, Kapur, and Houle

(2000)
PET 10 10 M Word reading Silent reading – PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
De Nil et al. (2003) PET 13 10 M Word reading Visual baseline – –
Neumann et al. (2003) fMRI 16 16 M Sentence reading Visual baseline – PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
Preibisch et al. (2003) fMRI 16 16 M Sentence reading Visual baseline – PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
Ingham et al. (2004) PET 10 10 F Correlations w/stutter rate Yes –

Ingham, Fox, Costello Ingham, and
Zamarripa (2000)

PET 4 4 M Paragraph reading Rest Yes –

Neumann et al. (2005) fMRI 9 0 M Sentence reading Visual baseline – –
De Nil et al. (2008) fMRI 15 15 M Word reading Listening Yes PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
Giraud et al. (2008) fMRI 16 0 M Sentence reading Correlations w/stutter severity Visual baseline – –
Watkins et al. (2007) fMRI 12 10 M/F Sentence reading Visual baseline – PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
Chang et al. (2009) fMRI 20 20 M/F Word repetition Listening – PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
Kell et al. (2009) fMRI 13 13 M Sentence reading correlations w/stutter severity Silent reading – PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
Toyomura et al. (2011) fMRI 12 12 M/F Sentence reading Rest Yes PDS > CTL
Ingham et al. (2012) PET 18 12 M Sentence reading, monologue correlations w/

stutter rate
Rest – PDS > CTL,

CTL > PDS
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2.3. Hierarchical experimental design strategy

Hierarchical designs are often applied with ALE meta-analysis.
Large-scale (upper tier) analyses are performed first, pooling the
largest possible sets of papers that can be meaningfully grouped
to demonstrate main effects. Small-scale (lower tier) are then per-
formed to refine the results and guide interpretation of the larger
data sets (Fox, Parsons, & Lancaster, 1998). A hierarchical design
was applied here to demonstrate the main effects of stuttering
(the large-scale analyses) and also to demonstrate differences in
stuttering state and stuttering trait (the small-scale analyses). In
the following, the term ‘‘experiment’’ refers to a unique statistical
contrast that yielded a published list of coordinates. Publications
typically report multiple experiments, often with similar (but not
identical) conditional contrasts.

2.3.1. Large-scale (top-tier) analyses: comprehensive and restricted
data sets

Four large-scale meta-analyses were performed, two for each
subject group (PWS and controls). Large-scale meta-analyses are
effectively free of selection bias and have the highest statistical
power, although the results may be challenging to interpret. All
four top-tier meta-analyses pooled all available papers (n = 17),
in a manner similar to Brown et al. (2005).

Two meta-analyses (one per group) used ‘‘comprehensive’’’
data sets, in which all available experiments from all papers were
included, even if there were multiple similar experiments
included in individual publications. Note, some papers report
multiple experiments from the same group of subjects within a
single paper, which will unduly weight a single subject group.
Recent refinements of the ALE algorithms (Turkeltaub et al.,
2011) include corrections for multiple experiments per paper,
making this analysis less ‘‘unselective’’ than it might seem. This
meta-analysis included 845 foci from 202 PWS and 359 foci
167 fluent controls.
Two meta-analyses used ‘‘restricted’’ data sets, in which only
one experiment per subject group per paper was included, a tech-
nique for balancing the contribution of individual papers. This type
of selection filtering was applied by Brown et al., 2005. It is a ‘‘man-
ual’’ form of the correction later developed by Turkeltaub et al.
(2011). In the restricted dataset meta-analyses, we used task-
minus-rest contrasts whenever possible, as they typically provide
the greatest signal-to-noise ratio. In papers reporting only group
contrasts (e.g. (Preibisch et al., 2003)), we included the PDS > Con-
trols experiment (data table) in the PWS group and the Con-
trols > PWS experiment in the controls group. Whenever fluency
induction was used (e.g. Fox et al., 2000 reported dysfluency and
induced fluency in the same group of PWS), we included the exper-
imental condition without fluency induction, considering those
results to be more representative of native stuttering. And as
described by Brown et al. (2005), we used positive correlates with
stutter or syllable rate when those were the only contrasts avail-
able. This large-scale analysis included 209 foci from 202 PDS sub-
jects and 103 foci from 167 control subjects.

The resulting ALE maps from these analyses (both ‘‘comprehen-
sive’’ and ‘‘restricted’’) were subsequently compared using
between-group contrast analysis (below, Fig. 1).

2.3.2. Stuttering trait: between-group contrast of PWS vs. controls
Our group contrast analysis (i.e. PWS > Controls or Controls >

PWS as reported by authors) explored group-wise activation
differences between PWS and controls. The PWS > Controls analysis
included 86 foci from 9 experiments from 9 papers and 113
subjects; the Controls > PDS analysis included 35 foci from 8
experiments from 8 papers and 101 subjects. Toyomura, Fujii, and
Kuriki (2011) only reported results for PDS > control and was only
included in the first analysis. These analyses included both
stuttered and induced fluency. The two resulting ALE maps from
these analyses were subsequently compared using a contrast
analysis (below, Fig. 2A).



A. Comprehensive 

B. Refined

Fig. 1. Large-scale meta-analyses, (A) comprehensive and (B) refined. The top section (A) shows areas of consistent activation for PDS (red) and controls (blue) in
‘comprehensive’ within-group meta-analyses, with areas of overlap in aqua (Cf. Supplementary Table 2 for xyz locations and anatomical labels). The bottom section (B) shows
areas of consistent activation for PDS (red) and controls (blue) in the ‘refined’ ‘‘within-group meta-analyses, with areas of overlap in aqua (cf. Supplementary Table 2 for xyz
locations and anatomical labels. All activations are overlaid on MNI152 atlas; slice numbers reference MNI152 space.
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2.3.3. Stuttering state: within-group contrast of Stuttering vs. induced
fluency

Our within-group analysis compared induced fluency with dys-
fluency in the PDS population. Activations during induced fluency
numbered 142 foci from 8 papers and 89 subjects; activations dur-
ing dysfluency (stuttering) numbered 119 foci from 7 papers and
77 subjects. The experiments were drawn from the same papers,
except Toyomura et al. (2011), which only contributed to the ‘flu-
ent’ results. The two resulting ALE maps from these analyses were
subsequently compared using a contrast analysis (Below, Fig. 2B).
3. Results

ALE meta-analyses were performed hierarchically in two tiers:
large-scale and small-scale. The large-scale (upper-tier) analyses
pooled the largest possible sets of papers that could be meaning-
fully grouped. These were meant to re-test the previously postu-
lated ‘‘neural signatures of stuttering’’ (Brown et al., 2005). The
smaller-scale (lower tier) analyses were mean to guide interpreta-
tion of the effects observed in the more comprehensive analyses
and, more specifically, to distinguish activation patterns character-
izing stuttering as a neurophysiological trait from stuttering as a
state.
3.1. Large-scale analyses

Two types of large-scale analyses (‘‘comprehensive’’ and
‘‘restricted’’) were run on the 17-paper dataset, consisting of the
Brown et al. (2005) dataset plus papers identified by our literature
search. The ‘comprehensive analysis of PDS revealed 18 areas of
statistically significant convergence across experiments, the largest
in the right superior temporal gyrus, left red nucleus and midbrain,
and bilateral frontal lobe, parietal lobe and cerebellum. The ‘com-
prehensive’ analysis of controls revealed 34 areas of statistically
significant convergence across experiments, the largest in the right
declive (vermis), left precentral gyrus, and in bilateral superior
temporal gyri. (see Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 2). The ensuing
PDS > Controls contrast analysis revealed 10 areas of statistically
significant convergence in the right insula, left superior temporal
gyrus, and bilateral frontal lobes. The Controls > PDS contrast anal-
ysis revealed 6 areas of statistically significant convergence in the
left precentral and left superior temporal gyri. These areas of acti-
vation were much smaller in size than those detected in the
PDS > Controls analysis (the largest were 408 and 3360 voxels,
respectively). Fourteen areas of convergence between PDS and
Controls were detected, the largest in the left precentral, and bilat-
eral superior temporal gyri, and bilateral declive.

The restricted dataset analysis of PDS returned 14 areas of sta-
tistically significant convergence across experiments, the largest of
which were in the right SMA, bilateral precentral gyri, and right
insula.

The restricted dataset analysis of controls identified 13 areas of
statistically significant convergence across experiments, again
including activations in bilateral precentral and superior temporal
gyri and in the left red nucleus. A group contrast analysis of these
two restricted analyses returned 8 areas of activation more
consistently reported in PDS than in controls (right insula, SMA,



Fig. 2. Targeted sub-analyses, (A) between-group and (B) within-group. The left section (A) slices shows areas of consistent activation in the between-group (PDS vs.
Controls) meta-analysis. PDS are shown in red, controls in blue. The laterality plot shows right-lateralized speech production in PDS compared to controls (cf. Supplementary
Table 3 for xyz coordinates and anatomical labels). All activations are overlaid on MNI152 atlas; slice numbers reference MNI152 space. The right section (B) slices show areas
of consistent activation during dysfluent (red) and fluent (blue) speech in the within-group meta-analysis (cf. Supplementary Table 4 for xyz locations and anatomical labels).
Areas that retained significance in the contrast analysis are shown for PDS (orange) and controls (aqua). The laterality plot shows the contrast analysis, with frontal and
cerebellar activations during dysfluency (red), and temporo-parietal activations during fluency (blue). Note: contrast analysis results (i.e. orange and aqua) are not shown on
laterality plot. All activations are overlaid on MNI152 atlas; slice numbers reference MNI152 space. Abbreviations: Sup = superior; RFO = right frontal operculum;
Mid = middle.
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and cerebellum, and bilateral precentral gyri) and 2 areas of activa-
tion more consistently reported in controls than in PDS: left audi-
tory cortex and left precentral gyrus. No convergent areas were
returned in the restricted analysis. Results are summarized in
Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 2.

3.2. Stuttering trait analyses

Between-group differences were investigated with meta-analy-
ses of author-reported contrasts (i.e. controls > PDS and PDS > con-
trols). PDS > controls returned 7 areas of statistically significant
convergence across experiments: one activation in the left cingu-
late motor area and multiple right-sided activations in the insula,
SMA, prefrontal, and middle frontal gyri. Controls > PDS revealed
2 statistically significant areas of convergence across experiments:
left middle temporal lobe and left red nucleus. No convergent areas
were returned. Results are summarized in Fig. 2A and Supplemen-
tary Table 3.

3.3. Stuttering state analyses

A within-group (i.e. within PDS) meta-analysis was used to
investigate network differences between dysfluency speech and
induced fluency. The dysfluency analysis revealed 10 areas of sta-
tistically significant convergence across experiments, in bilateral
precentral gyri, right inferior and medial frontal gyri, and the left
culmen, declive, tuber and right declive (all areas of the cerebellar
vermis). The induced fluency analysis revealed 8 areas of statisti-
cally significant convergence across experiments, the largest in
the right transverse temporal gyrus and bilateral superior temporal
gyri. The contrast analysis of these results revealed 5 areas of sta-
tistically significant convergence across experiments during flu-
ency, in bilateral superior and middle temporal gyri. Nine areas
of statistically significant convergence across experiments were
reported during dysfluent conditions, in the right inferior frontal
and left medial frontal gyri, right postcentral and left precentral
gyri, left lingual gyri, and bilateral cerebellar vermis (left pyramis
and bilateral declive). No convergent areas were returned. Results
are summarized in Fig. 2B and Supplementary Table 4.
4. Discussion

Through a hierarchical series of coordinate-based meta-
analyses, the previously reported ‘‘neural signatures of stuttering’’
(Brown et al., 2005) were robustly confirmed, extended to previ-
ously unidentified regions (e.g., SMA) and refined by sub-analyses.

Two tiers of meta-analyses were performed. The top-tier of
meta-analyses used all possible data sets (17 papers) to perform
two meta-analyses per group (two in PWS; two in controls), which
differed in the number of experiments allowed per paper (compre-
hensive and restricted). The top-tier meta-analyses replicated the
‘‘neural signature’’ regions and extended this designation to
additional regions, most notably the SMA. The second tier of meta-
analyses used sub-samples of this larger dataset to characterize
stuttering trait effects (between-group contrasts of PWS with
controls) and stuttering state effects (within-group contrasts of
dysfluency with induced fluency in PWS). These sub-analyses
provide interpretive guidance vis-à-vis the neural signature of
stuttering reported by Brown et al. (2005) and replicated here.
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4.1. Cerebellar findings

Cerebellar vermis over activation was one of Brown’s ‘neural
signatures of stuttering’ (Brown et al., 2005) Our large-scale
(comprehensive and restricted) analyses reported cerebellar activa-
tions in both controls and PDS, with 5 areas of overlap between
the 2 groups. No cerebellar activations were reported in the
between-group meta-analysis, suggesting again that activations
were similar in controls and PDS. The within-group (fluent-
dysfluent) sub-analysis revealed left-lateralized (3/4 areas of
activation) cerebellar activity during dysfluent conditions, without
any corresponding activations during fluency. Since cerebellar
activations did not vary significantly between PDS and controls
across studies we can conclude that vermal activations are
important for speech production, generally. We can further infer
that unusually large, left-hemispheric cerebellar activations are
related to dysfluent speech production in PDS. This lateralization
is opposite the right-hemispheric cerebellar activations present
during normal speech production (Stoodley & Schmahmann,
2009), extending lateralization abnormalities in PDS – established
in the cerebrum (Brown et al., 2005) – to the cerebellum. We will
classify left cerebellar vermis overactivations, then, as related to a
dysfluent state.

4.2. Cerebral cortex findings

Bilateral absence of auditory activation was also reported by
Brown et al. (2005) as a ‘neural signature’ of stuttering (Brown
et al., 2005). In our study, the large-scale analyses revealed exten-
sive bilateral temporal activations in both groups; activations in
PDS overlapped and extended beyond those reported in controls.
Differences arose in the sub-analyses, however: left auditory
(superior temporal gyrus) activations were greater in controls than
in PDS, but bilateral auditory cortex activations were greater dur-
ing fluency than dysfluency, especially on the right. No auditory
cortex activations were present during dysfluency. Absence of left
auditory cortex activation (compared to controls) indicated
stuttering trait, and absence of right auditory cortex activation
indicated dysfluent state. A bilateral absence of activation, as
reported by Brown et al. (2005), would suggest dysfluency (right
decreased activation) in someone with a stuttering trait (left
decreased activation).

Activity in the right frontal operculum (RFO)/right anterior
insula was the last ‘neural signature of stuttering’ reported by
Brown et al. (2005). In our large-scale analysis, RFO/insula activa-
tions were unique to PWS. The between-group analysis reported
RFO/insula activations in PDS but not controls, and the within-
group (induced-fluency-minus-dysfluency) analysis reported RFO/
insula activations only during dysfluency. This finding is in seem-
ing contrast to previous studies that have reported a negative cor-
relation between RFO activity and stuttering severity (Kell et al.,
2009; Preibisch et al., 2003) and concluded RFO activation was
associated with fluency. Since the papers reporting a compensatory
role for the RFO did not use fluency enhancing techniques, it is pos-
sible that this area is not mobilized by the external timing cues
provided by chorus reading or paced speech, the methods used
by most of the studies we analyzed. Moreover, activation patterns
are inconsistent across different fluency enhancing techniques
(Toyomura et al., 2011), suggesting that fluency can be achieved
by various routes. One interpretation of these seemingly discor-
dant results is that the insula is involved in natural (‘‘endogenous’’)
fluency, but not the fluent speech produced by fluency induction.
This could explain why it was active in our ‘Dysfluent’ (or
absence-of-fluency-enhancing-techniques) analysis, but not our
‘Fluent’ analysis. The difference between natural fluency and
‘induced’ fluency has not, to our knowledge, been investigated with
neuroimaging studies, but is an intriguing avenue for future
research. Insula activations, then, indicate stuttering trait, but
may or may not indicate dysfluent state.

Supplemental motor area (SMA) is reliably activated by speech
production (Sörös et al., 2006), and our large-scale analysis showed
activations in both controls and PWS. The between-group contrast
returned PDS activations in the right pre-SMA, an area connected
with prefrontal areas in primates (Picard & Strick, 2001) and
involved in internally generated movements in fMRI task studies
of humans (Nachev, Kennard, & Husain, 2008). The within-group
(fluent-dysfluent) contrast showed bilateral SMA activations dur-
ing dysfluency, an area shown to be connected with bilateral motor
cortices in TMS studies (Narayana et al., 2012). We can conclude
from the large-scale analysis that SMA activity is important to
speech production in both PDS and controls. The pre-SMA, more
active in PDS than controls, may be related to the internal move-
ment generation defect described by Alm (2004). The SMA is likely
related to the actual production of dysfluent speech, which is why
it was active during dysfluency, not fluency. SMA activity indicates
both stuttering trait and dysfluent state. The SMA is connected
with the basal ganglia in nonhuman primates (Nachev et al.,
2008), suggesting that network abnormalities involving these
regions likely extend to subcortical regions.

4.3. Cerebral sub-cortex findings

Subcortical activations in PDS are often reported (Giraud et al.,
2008), but are poorly spatially concordant. Increased putamen
activity has been correlated with stutter rate (Braun, 1997), and
increased caudate activity has been associated with stuttering
severity (Giraud et al., 2008). Bilateral increases in midbrain activ-
ity have been reported (Watkins et al., 2007), as well as increased
left globus pallidus activity (Ingham et al., 2012). Our ‘comprehen-
sive’ analysis detected subcortical activations in PDS in the left
claustrum, globus pallidus, medial dorsal nucleus, substantia
nigra/red nucleus, and right pulvinar. In controls, the only subcor-
tical activations reported were in the left red nucleus and right
caudate. The ‘refined’ analysis detected subcortical activations only
in controls, in an area spanning the left red nucleus and substantia
nigra. The between-group analysis reported greater activations in
the left red nucleus of controls, and no subcortical activations were
reported in the within-group (fluent-dysfluent) analysis. These
results suggest an area of decreased red nucleus activity in PDS rel-
ative to controls, and diffuse, less concordant left midbrain overac-
tivations in PDS. The ‘refined’ analysis results, which include the
left substantia nigra, suggest that PDS abnormalities in substantia
nigra function may be consistent across studies. We refer the
reader to Alm (Alm, 2004) for an excellent review of the role of
the basal ganglia in PDS pathology. We will focus our discussion
on the red nucleus, an area not previously discussed (to our knowl-
edge) with respect to PDS pathophysiology.

Although the red nucleus has not been discussed at length in
previous reports, the results of this meta-analysis would not be
possible if multiple papers had not reported red nucleus activa-
tions. These activations may have been overshadowed by larger
cortical activations, reinforcing the importance of statistically rig-
orous methods for determining convergence between papers. The
red nucleus has been implicated in normal speech production by
fMRI studies (Sörös et al., 2006), stuttering has been reported after
caudal midbrain infarction (Karakis, Ellenstein, Rosello, & Romero,
2008), and increased red nucleus activity is detectable two years
after the start of long-term speech therapy (Neumann et al.,
2005). Primate studies have identified the red nucleus as an impor-
tant part of fronto-cerebellar networks, carrying (mostly motor)
afferents from motor cortex, premotor cortex, and SMA to the
cerebellum (Schmahmann, 1996). Functional studies have
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demonstrated connectivity between the red nucleus and cerebel-
lum, thalamus, and (through primary motor cortex) to SMA, cingu-
late gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus (Sörös et al., 2006), all
areas previously implicated in PDS (Brown et al., 2005; Ingham
et al., 2012). Resting-state studies have reported red nucleus coac-
tivations with temporal regions (Nioche, Cabanis, & Habas, 2008),
areas implicated in fluency in our within-group contrast. It is not
clear from these analyses whether decreased red nucleus activity
compared to controls represents a primary defect or a consequence
of lifelong compensation for a different primary defect (perhaps in
the basal ganglia (Alm, 2004)). What is clear is that red nucleus
activity is engaged by fluent speech production.

We propose a revised set of activation patterns characterizing
‘stuttering trait’ and ‘dysfluent state’: indicators of ‘stuttering trait’
(relative to controls) included (1) increased right insula/RFO
activations, (2) increased SMA activations, and (3) decreased
left auditory cortex activations, and (4) decreased left red nucleus
activations. Indicators of ‘dysfluent state’ included (1) increased
left cerebellar vermis activations, (2) increased SMA activations,
(3) decreased right auditory cortex activations.

4.4. Strategic implications and future directions

The findings reported here strongly confirm and extend the
‘‘neural signatures of stuttering’’ first reported by Brown et al.
(2005) using a larger dataset and more statistically rigorous
meta-analytic methods. This raises two questions. First, how are
we to respond to the clear documentation of individual variability
in PWS (Wymbs et al., 2013) and the strategic recommendations to
shift our collective focus from group-mean mapping (upon which
meta-analysis relies) to per-subject mapping (Ingham et al.,
2012; Wymbs et al., 2013)? Second, what role should the meta-
analyses reported here and, more generally, meta-analytic meth-
ods play in the future of research into developmental stuttering?

4.4.1. Individual variability: implications and practical applications
That individual variations in brain structure and functional

organization exist is undeniable. Spatial normalization algorithms
can partially (but never completely) correct for inter-individual
structural variability; they correct for inter-individual functional
variability only insofar as functional organization conforms to the
topography of the neuroanatomical template. The popularity and
impressive versatility of coordinate-based meta-analysis is a prac-
tical demonstration of the efficacy of spatial normalization (Fox
et al., 2014). Yet, no reasonable person would anticipate that spa-
tial normalization methods, however sophisticated, would remove
all inter-individual (or inter-group) variability in brain functional
organization. Thus, the observation that there remains significant
variability is important, but in no way surprising. The more rele-
vant question is what this implies about future neuroimaging
research in developmental stuttering and, more generally, all brain
disorders.

When making therapeutic choices, the therapist should strive to
incorporate as much unique information regarding the individual
patient as possible. In cancer therapy, genetic markers are being
applied to guide choices of chemotherapeutic agents in a manner
often characterized as ‘‘personalized medicine’’. In neurosurgical
interventions, the use of individual pre- and intra-operative maps
of functional brain anatomy (e.g., to identify motor cortex,
eloquent cortex, et cetera) is becoming widely used to improve
patient outcome. So, the goal of using per-individual neuroimaging
studies to inform choice of therapy and assess the responses to
various types of therapy certainly has strong precedents. In the
case of PDS, however, personalized therapy based on neuroimaging
biomarkers – as proposed by Wymbs et al. (2013) – is a concept yet
to be realized. To realize this vision, a scientifically rigorous
rationale for selection among therapeutic options based on per-
individual neuroimaging studies will need to be developed and
defended.

4.4.2. Meta-analytic models: development and applications
To quantitatively characterize speech networks and their

alterations in disorders, such as PDS, models are needed. In model
construction, being data driven and explicit (i.e. testable) are
cardinal virtues. Meta-analysis – more than any other approach to
model development – meets these requirements. In neuroimaging
research, node-and-edge models (N&E) are widely employed. N&E
models are applicable to many types of neuroimaging data (both
structural and functional), accommodate numerous modeling
conventions, and can represent virtually any brain network and
any brain disorder. In N&E models, brain regions are represented
as nodes. Co-variances between nodes comprise the edges
(‘‘paths’’), that is, the inter-regional relationships. An important
use of formal models is to direct analyses of primary (i.e., per
patient) neuroimaging data sets. Meta-analytic models have be
employed to improve diagnostic accuracy (Barron et al., 2014)
and to direct therapies (Johansen-Berg et al., 2008). The meta-
analytically determined regions from the various results reported
here would be appropriately employed as nodes in N&E models of
stuttering, fluent speech and induced fluency. The optimal model-
ing strategy applied would be determined by the dataset being
modeled, but could include structural equation modeling, dynamic
causal modeling, Granger causal modeling, partial least squares
modeling and graph analytic (graph theory-based) modeling. The
authors would argue that the most reasonable route to develop-
ment of rigorous models of PDS and other speech disorders is
through meta-analysis-informed modeling.

Gene discovery is another important application of neuroimag-
ing methods, in general, and of meta-analysis, in particular. Neuro-
imaging genomics is a large and rapidly expanding field, applying
structural and functional neuroimaging studies to identify genes
associated with brain disorders (Glahn, Thompson, & Blangero,
2007). PDS is a heritable disorder (Andrews, Morris-Yates, Howie
& Martin, 1991; Dworzynski et al., 2007; Wittke-Thompson et al.,
2007). Kang et al. (2010) identified abnormalities in three genes
associated with mucolipidoses, lysosomal storage disorders associ-
ated with neurologic symptoms. Although these genes were
strongly associated in with stuttering, they could explain, at best
2–4% of the instance of stuttering in the populations studied. That
is, there is much more work to be done to identify the full gamut
of genes underlying developmental stuttering. The high rate of
spontaneous recovery, particularly in females (Yairi & Ambrose,
1999), poses a significant hurdle for gene discovery using symptom
status. Consequently, there is a pressing need for quantitative
biomarkers, preferably biomarkers that could be readily applied
in children, at the time of symptom onset. Neuroimaging is being
applied in developmental disorders in other pediatric patients
(e.g., autism spectrum disorders and attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder). The regions identified here as ‘‘neural signatures of stut-
tering’’ are highly defensible starting points for the development of
quantitative biomarkers assessing network status. For example,
neuronal pathways connecting the various regions (nodes) could
be assayed using diffusion tensor tractography in symptomatic
children. Alternatively, network connectivity could be assayed
using T2⁄ images acquired during sleep (Manning et al., 2013). In
both cases, such quantitative biomarkers promise to provide
information about group and individual variability.

4.5. Conclusions

Despite arguments to the contrary, the ‘‘neural signatures of
stuttering’’ proposed by Brown et al. (2005) were robustly
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confirmed, extended and refined by applying ALE meta-analysis to
a dataset more than double that tested by Brown and colleagues.
The most notable addition to the regions identified as reliable
neural signatures was the SMA. In addition, signatures of stuttering
as a trait and stuttering as a state were identified. In response to
arguments regarding the need for studies reporting groups of
individual-subject analyses, we respond that the most appropriate
potential role for ‘‘case report’’ style studies is in guiding therapeu-
tic choices, although a rational basis for such choices remains to be
developed. In defense of group-mean studies and meta-analysis
thereof, we offer strategies for construction of data-driven models
and biomarkers for gene discovery.
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